Fold a piece of paper in half,
Open it up and paint a design on
one half. Then fold it together
so the paint transposes onto the
other half. You now have a
symmetrical picture!!

Years 1 and 2

This week in MATHS:
On BBC Bitesize KS1 Maths scroll down to Shapes
and Movement and learn as much as you can about
2D and 3D shapes. There is lots to watch and
suggestions for fun things to do.
Then try Karate Cat’s shape quiz.
In the search bar, type symmetry and find out what
you can. What can you find in your house or garden
that is symmetrical?

This week in SCIENCE:

Continue to use BBC Teach Geography
KS1 ‘Your World’ web page and this
week, compare what it is like for Judah
living in Cardiff and Reenie living in
Port Moresby. Can you draw /write
about both these locations? What’s the
same, what’s different?

Instead of seeds going on a journey, think of a group
of animals and write a story in the style of ‘The Tiny
Seed’ describing the places each one stays. Remember
to think about the place where your final animal
decides to stay because it needs to be somewhere
where they will thrive and grow.

Art/Design Technology:

On BBC Bitesize KS1 Science scroll down to
plants and explore What do Plants Need to
Grow and What is the Life Cycle of a Plant.
Research: find plants that grow in different
places around the world. Which is the most
unusual plant and where does it grow?

Did you know that some plants
even eat meat? Get creative
and try and make a fly catcher
from a paper plate.

Music:

READING
Not all characters in stories are
people. Can you find a book
where the character is not
human and describe it to
someone in your family?

Use BBC Bitesize KS1 Physical Education,
click on dance from other cultures then
African drumming and dance sequences
– find or make something to use as a
drum and make your own African music.

This week in ENGLISH:

This week in Geography:

Useful websites:
To link with Geography and different climates, have a listen to
Martin Clunes tell the tale of ‘The Last Polar Bears’ on Jackanory
Junior. It is in two parts.

Phonics/Spelling:
Have a look on YouTube at the
‘Spelling Rules Rap: adding the
suffixes: ‘ing’ and ‘ed’. Can you
make a list of verbs where you
need to double the consonant
before adding the suffix?

Physical activity:
Using rolled up socks, can you throw them
into a basket or bucket? Which is better over
arm or under arm? Try tossing the socks in air,
clap and catch again.

